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Drake, Ryan

From: Umstot, Todd <tumstot@dbstephens.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 3:33 PM
To: Drake, Ryan
Subject: GSSI Model Files

Ryan, 
 

• I received five MODFLOW models. One appears to be from the USGS and the other four are from Geoscience 
Support Services, Inc. (GSSI). 

• The four models from GSSI have both input and output files for MODFLOW 
• The USGS model only has the input files. The directory for the USGS output files 

(AVAA_GW_MODEL\Received_USGS_17_Mar-2012\AV05\output\) is empty.  
• I can run all five of the models but I get slightly different results at a few cells of 10 or more feet for the GSSI 

models. I don’t have the USGS output files to make a comparison. 
• GSSI used the program PEST to calibrate their models and provided one of the output files in the directory 

AVAA_GW_MODEL_2\PEST Record Files\. Each “REC” file represents a different model calibration. However, 
there is no documentation that relates the PEST calibration files to the model files and there are many PEST 
input and output files missing. For example, if you open the text file “AV05_PEST_R1.REC” there are references 
on lines 20, 26, 34, 36, 6738, 11633 and 11635 to the files pestgv.bat, PVAL.TPL, TARGPEST.INS, TARGPEST.OUT, 
AV05.SEN, AV05.RES and AV05.SEO, respectively, that have not been provided. There should be at least a 
separate set of “SEN”, “RES” and “SEO” output files for each “REC” file. Additionally, each “REC” file represents a 
model calibration and so there should be a set of MODFLOW input and output files for each calibration attempt.

• The MODFLOW-NWT program used to run the models in the “AVAA_GW_MODEL\Received_USGS_17_Mar-
2012\AV05\bin” is missing. The program was blocked by an antivirus program. I obtained a version of 
MODFLOW-NWT from the USGS website and it runs the models but I’m not sure if the Antelope Valley 
MODFLOW-NWT version is different as the USGS often modifies MODFLOW for each project. 

• There is no documentation describing the model files. 
 
Kind Regards, 
 
Todd 
 
Todd Umstot 
Senior Hydrogeologist 
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